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Morbi ultrices rutrum mauris ac 
euismod.

Maecenas rhoncus eros id neque 
mattis venenatis.

PREMIUM

White Line
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Guaranteed

by

THE BEST
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«A Romanian company 

offering the hairstyling industry 

high precision scissors and 

edges, tailored to each client’s 

needs and requirements»
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White Line  PRECISION

AT ITS 
BEST

Just as we dreamed more than 

10 years ago, we present to 

you now our first range of 

PREMIUM scissors whose 

performance matches the most 

prestigious Japanese brand and 

beyond.
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Affordable to anyone! 

White Line Classic

HAMAGURI
CONVEX
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MODEL: White Line-DV500 Classic (5 inch) 

Edge: CONVEX (Hamaguri)

DV500 scissors are manufactures from a special and one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare 

metals such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%). 

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material. 

This model is suitable for stylists, 

and barbers seeking to improve their skills and who wish to excel at technical haircutting.

The standard handles are classic, symmetrical and straight, but we may adjust the inclination 

for improved ergonomics (Offset or Semi-Offset)

DV500 are the preferred scissors used by some of the most technical and influential 

educators in the industry.

Applications:

The „Hamaguri” convex blades are designed to cut hair by a slight push or gliding, with the 

aim to avoid Convex blades may also be used for special cutlines. Special for cutting outside 

and inside the fingers. The ting techniques (Slide Cut, Slice Cut, Pivot Point.)

Technical details:

Handles: Classic /Symmetrical /Straight /

Size: 5” (12.70 cm)

Blade length : 2.07” (5.26 cm)

Weight: 39.10 gm (1.38 oz)

Blades: Convex Narrow

Pivot: NMB

Wet and dry hair

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt (1,486% COBALT) factory patented

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime Warranty 

on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 184 EUR
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MODEL: White Line-DV550 Classic (5.5 inch)

Edge: CONVEX (Hamaguri)

This PREMIUM model borrows its shape from a fighter plane and is manufactured from a 

special, one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare metals such as Vanadium (0.305%) and 

Molybdenum (0.906%). 

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material. 

The standard handles are symmetrical and 3D anatomical,  but we may curve them for 

improved ergonomics (Offset or Semi-Offset)

Applications:

The „Hamaguri” convex blades are designed to cut hair by a slight push or gliding, with the 

aim to avoid lines. 

Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers. 

The Offset version may also be used for fading (SOC-Scissors Over Comb).

Convex blades may also be used for special cutting techniques (Slide Cut, Slice Cut, Pivot 

Point.)

Technical details:

Handles: 3D Twisted-Symmetrical

Size: 5.5” (13.97 cm)

Blade length : 2.35” (5.98 cm)

Weight: 46.80 gm (1.65 oz)

Blades: Convex narrow

Pivot: NMB

Wet and dry hair

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime Warranty 

on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 184 EUR
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MODEL: White Line DV600 Classic  (6 inch)

Edge: CONVEX(Hamaguri)

DV600 are Offset Ergonomic scissors with an impressive weight of only 49 grams.

DV600 scissors are made from a special and one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare metals 

such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%).

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material.

This PREMIUM model is preferred by some of the best reputed professionals and is very 

popular with stylists, hairdressers and barbers seeking the perfect scissors to turn their fine 

fading technique into an art (SOC).

Applications:

‘Scissor Over Comb’/Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers. 

The „Hamaguri” convex blades are designed to cut hair by a slight push or gliding, with the 

aim to avoid lines.

Technical details:

Handles: Offset/Semi-offset

Size: 6” / 15.24 cm

Blade length: 2.55” (6.48 cm)

Weight: 48.90 gm (1.72 oz)

Blades: Convex narrow

Wet and dry hair

Pivot: NMB

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in our White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime Warranty 

on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 184 EUR
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VERSATILE EDGES

White Edition

SEMI-CONVEX 
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MODEL: DV500 White Edition

Semi-Convex (5 inch)

The “White Edition’’ shears have semi-convex blades suitable for Blunt-Cuts as well as for 

finishing the hair, as they have a cleaner cut on dry hair.

The DV500 White Edition are manufactured from a special, one-of-a-kind alloy which 

includes rare metals such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%).

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and properties equivalent to the well-known Takefu-VG10 material.

These shears have an NMB pivot and thin blades, making them suitable for stylists, 

hairdressers and barbers seeking to perfect their technique and find precision.

The standard handles are symmetrical and straight, but we may curve them for improved 

ergonomics (Offset or Semi-Offset).

This model is particularly popular with stylists who cut Bobs.

Applications: 

Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers. 

Exceptional results on precise geometric cuts.

Technical details:

Handles: Classic, Symmetrical, Straight

Size: 5” (12.70 cm)

Blade length: 2.07” (5.26 cm)

Weight: 38.10 gm (1.34 oz)

Blades: Semi-Convex narrow

Pivot: NMB

Wet and dry hair

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime Warranty 

on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 225 EUR
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MODEL: DV550 White Edition 

Semi-Convex (5.5 inch)

This PREMIUM model borrows its shape from a fighter plane.

The DV550 White Edition are manufactured from a special, one-of-a-kind alloy which 

includes rare metals such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%). 

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material.

The semi-convex blades of the “White Edition’’ are suitable for blunt cuts as well as for 

finishing touches, as they offer increased sureness when cutting dry hair.

The handles are symmetrical and „3D Twisted” anatomical,  but we may curve them to an 

Offset or Semi-Offset upon request. This allows the lowering of the elbow for a more 

efficient Scissor Over Comb cut.

Applications:

Perfect blend for Technique and All-round.

Technical details:

Handles: 3D Twisted - Symmetrical

Size: 5.5” / 13.97 cm

Blade length: 2.35” (5.98 cm)

Weight: 46.80 gm (1.65 oz) gm

Blades: Semi-convex

Pivot: NMB

Wet and dry hair

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC 

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime Warranty 

on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 215 EUR
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MODEL:  DV600 White Edition

Semi-Convex(6 inch)

This PREMIUM model is probably the most popular choice for SOC cutting among the best 

reputed professionals.

The light weight of only 49 grams is impressive for a 6-inch Offset and Ergonomic pair of 

scissors, while the X blades make them ready to help you turn your fine fading technique 

into art.

The DV600 are manufactured from a special, one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare metals 

such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%).

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material.

Applications:

Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers/scissor over comb.

Technical details:

Handles: Offset

Size: 6” (15.24 cm)

Blade length: 2.55” (6.48 cm)

Weight: 48.90 gm (1.72 oz)

Blades: Semi-convex

Pivot: NMB

Wet and dry hair

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC 

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime Warranty 

on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 215 EUR
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THE AMAZING

V EDGE

BLACK Edition
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MODEL: DV500 Black Edition

V EDGE (5 inch)

Within only a few months of its launch, the DV500BE have become a must-have and many 

renowned educators and professionals in the industry now use them for technical cuts and 

flawless details.

The V EDGE is a high precision revolutionary edge, one-of-a-kind worldwide.

We created the V EDGE and are constantly improving and testing it in all possible salon 

conditions with the help of some of the most rigorous professionals, including lecturers of 

the prestigious SASSOON Academy.

What makes DV500BE different?

The edge cuts the hair at one stroke, as it does not have a single cut point as Convex blades 

do.

The tip is very precise and thin, while the blades are shorter and narrower than on the classic 

DV500 White Line.

This model is manufactured from a special, one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare metals 

such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%).

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material.

When cutting with the DV500BE, the US-made NMB pivot is so smooth and silent, that you 

have the feeling the blades do not even touch each other. 

These shears have X „FINESSE” blades and come equipped with the V EDGE, which make 

them ideal for stylists, hairdressers and barbers seeking to perfect their technique and 

precision, in particular for geometric cuts.

The handles on the DV500BE are classic, symmetrical and straight. We may curve them to 

Offset or Semi-Offset upon request.

Applications:

Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers. Exceptional results on strict geometric cuts 

and the final finishing.
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MODEL: DV500 Black Edition 

“V EDGE” (5 inch)

Technical details:

Edge: high precision V EDGE

Handles: Classic/ Symmetrical/ Straight

Size: 5” (12.70 cm)

Blade length: 2.07” (5.26 cm)

Weight: 39.10 gm (1.38 oz)

Blades: Semi-Convex / Finesse

Pivot: NMB

Wet and dry hair   

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and 

have a Lifetime Warranty on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 305 EUR
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MODEL: DV550 Black Edition

V EDGE (5.5 inch)

This PREMIUM model borrows its shape from a fighter plane and is manufactured from a 

special, one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare metals such as Vanadium (0.305%) and 

Molybdenum (0.906%).

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and equivalent properties to the well known Takefu-VG10 material.

The standard handles are symmetrical and 3D anatomical, but we may curve them for 

improved ergonomics (Offset or Semi-Offset), upon request.

The V EDGE is a high precision revolutionary edge, one-of-a-kind worldwide. 

We created the V EDGE and are constantly improving and testing it in all possible salon 

conditions.

The cut is straight and quick, resulting in an effective hair pushing rate of below 5%.

Applications:

Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers. 

The Offset  version may also be used for fading (SOC-Scissor Over Comb).
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MODEL: DV550 Black Edition

V EDGE (5.5 inch)

Technical details      

Edge: high precision V EDGE

Handles: 3D Twisted-Symmetrical

Size: 5.5” (13.97 cm)

Blade length: 2.35” (5.98 cm)

Weight: 46.80 gm (1.65 oz)

Blades: X Finesse with V EDGE

Wet and dry hair

Pivot: NMB

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime 

Warranty on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 305 EUR
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MODEL: DV600 Black Edition

V EDGE (6 inch)

DV600BE are manufactured from a special, one-of-a-kind alloy which includes rare metals 

such as Vanadium (0.305%) and Molybdenum (0.906%)..

The resulting special steel is ZDF AG16 Premium having a 1.486% Cobalt concentration 

and properties equivalent to the well-known Takefu-VG10 material.  

This PREMIUM model is a favourite  amongst the best reputed professionals and very 

popular with stylists, hairdressers and barbers looking to turn their fine fading technique into 

an art (SOC).

The V EDGE is a high precision revolutionary edge, one-of-a-kind worldwide. 

We created the V EDGE and are constantly improving and testing it in all possible salon 

conditions.

The cut is straight and quick (guillotine type), resulting in an effective hair pushing rate of 

below 5%.

Thanks to the NMB Pivot and high finishing on the pivotal area, these shears certainly offer 

the BUTTER SMOOTH feel.

Applications: 

Special for cutting outside and inside the fingers

/scissor over comb.
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MODEL: DV600 Black Edition

V EDGE (6 inch)

Technical details:

Edge: high precision V EDGE

Handles: Semi-offset/Offset

Size: 6” (15.24 cm)

Blade length: 2.55” (6.48 cm)

Weight: 48.90 gm (1.72 oz)

Blade: X Finesse with V EDGE

Wet and dry hair

Pivot: NMB

Handcrafted

Material: ZDF AG16 Premium Cobalt

Hardness: 60-61 HRC

All products in the White Line range are PREMIUM products and have a Lifetime 

Warranty on factory defects and spare parts.

Price: 305 EUR
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Choose wisely

We use the best quality materials.

We offer manufacturer prices, 

affordable to everyone.

We constantly test new products and 

edges.

We have thousands of satisfied

customers.

We offer post-sale service.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
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LAST, BUT NOT LEAST

YOUR PERFORMANCE

IS

“OUR PRIORITY”

dovan-scissors.com


